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We investigated the influence of context on students’ understanding of cross products of vectors using three
isomorphic multiple-choice tests asking for the direction of a cross product in different geometrical settings.
One version of the test involved the Lorentz force, the second version involved the torque on an electric dipole,
and the third version was without physics context.We administered the tests to 216 first-year pre-med students
at a Belgian (Flemish) university. We found that students perform significantly better in the context of the
Lorentz force. Students more often chose the incorrect alternative corresponding to the vector sum in the
test versions involving an electric dipole or without physics context when the vectors are not orthogonal.
For orthogonal vectors, a sign error—i.e., inverting the direction of the resulting vector—was themost common
mistake inboth testswith physics context,whilewithout physics context selecting the alternative corresponding
to the sum remained the most common mistake. Prior familiarity with a right-hand rule in a specific context
seems to be able to explain improved scores in the test version concerning the Lorentz force. Instructors and
curriculum developers can benefit from adopting an integrated approach in which the mathematical aspects
of the cross product are treated together with multiple examples in physics, allowing students to transition
from using specific rules to determine a cross product, to a more integrated understanding of it.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous research has shown that many incoming stu-
dents at the university level lack basic knowledge of
vectors that they need to tackle their physics subjects
successfully [1]. In recent years, a number of studies
explored students’ difficulties with a large variety of vector
concepts in detail [2–17].
Relevant to our research are those studies that investigate

the effect of a physics context both on performance and on
problem-solving processes of the students, when con-
fronted with a problem requiring manipulations of vectors.
Regarding vector addition and subtraction, literature
reports mixed results. Nyugen and Meltzer [2] found that
students spontaneously use the concept of forces on an
object when solving problems involving vector addition.
Van Deventer and Wittman [3] and Barniol and Zavala [4]
discovered that adding a displacement or velocity context

improves students’ performance on vector addition ques-
tions. On the other hand, Shaffer and McDermott [5]
reported worse results in vector subtraction when questions
were posed in a kinematics context. Flores and Kanim [6]
furthermore add that emphasis on vector addition and
subtraction in a kinematics course could only partially
mitigate students’ problems regarding the vector nature of
velocity and acceleration. So, the nature of the physics
context seems to matter. Emigh et al. [7], however, found
that the types of incorrect reasoning students made were
roughly similar for different contexts.
At the undergraduate physics level, students learn several

physical concepts that give meaning to the cross product of
two vectors (torque and Lorentz force among others). Cross
products without a physics context is featured in three
questions on the “Test of understanding of vectors” by
Barniol and Zavala [8]. The authors concluded that students
find both calculating a cross product algebraically, as well
as finding its direction graphically, difficult. This conclu-
sion was supported by Susac et al. [9] who validated the
test of understanding of vectors on a different group, using
the Rasch model. In a graphical setting, the most common
error when determining the direction of the cross product
was a “sign error,” i.e., inverting the direction of the
resulting vector. Students’ performance on determining
the direction of the cross product in the context of the
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Lorentz force on a charged particle in a magnetic field has
been studied by Scaife and Heckler [10,11]. They also
report the occurrence of nonsystematic sign errors. Van
Deventer [12] compared students’ performance on a ques-
tion asking for the direction of the cross product between a
physics (torque) and math context, and found that students
did better when a physics context was given. Kustusch [13]
analyzed the effect of numerous problem features, includ-
ing the presence of a physics context, on students’
performance on questions involving determining the direc-
tion of the cross product. Among many predictors, it
seemed that the role of context was not significant.
However, due to the small number and nature of the
presented tasks (Van Deventer) or the small number of
test subjects (Kustusch), no hard verdict can be given on the
role of context on the results.
We report on a large sample study (N ¼ 216) on students’

performance on a test of seven multiple-choice questions
that involve determining the direction of the cross product of
two vectors given in graphical representation. There were
three versions of the test, each in a different context: one in
a purely mathematical setting, one in the context of the
Lorentz force on a charge particle in a uniform magnetic
field, and one in the context of the torque on an electric
dipole in an electric field. Each student solved only one
version of the test. We compared students’ answers on the
three different versions. Our objectives were as follows:
(i) to compare students’ performance on multiple-choice
problems that involve determining the direction of the cross
product of two vectors in graphical representation with and
without a physics context, (ii) to investigate whether the
nature of the physics context influences the performance of
students on such problems, (iii) to detect common mistakes
students make when solving such problems, and (iv) to
investigate whether these mistakes are affected by the
context the questions are posed in.
In Sec. II we describe the design and administration of

the test. Section III discusses (a) the composition of the
test group, (b) the overall performance on the test, and the
effects of both context and the background of the students
on performance, and (c) how the students responded to
each question separately and whether common errors could
be identified. Section IV summarizes our findings and
compares them to earlier results found in the literature.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Question design

We designed three isomorphic multiple choice tests, each
consisting of seven questions about the direction of the
cross product. Because of the limited test time available to
us, we restricted ourselves to questions involving the arrow
representation as this representation is both ubiquitous in
physics courses, and causes a lot of difficulties for students
(see, e.g., Heckler and Scaife [16]). The first six questions

are “forward problems” in which the students are given two
vectors and are asked to select the vector corresponding to
the direction of the cross product. The seventh question is a
“backward problem” in which the second factor and the
cross product are given, and the first factor is sought. The
questions represent different geometrical situations: we
included five questions where both given vectors lie in
the plane of the paper, one for each type of angle (acute,
right, obtuse, bigger than 180° and 0°), as well as two
questions where one of the given vectors is perpendicular to
the plane of the paper.
The three tests differ in context: one test consists of

purely mathematical problems, two have a physics context.
Both physics contexts come from electricity and magnet-
ism: the Lorentz force on a charged particle moving in a
magnetic field and the torque on an electric dipole in an
electric field. The resulting three versions of the test are
referred to below as math, Lorentz, and dipole, respectively.
At the beginning of each test, the formula the students
have to use is recalled (e.g., F⃗ ¼ qv⃗ × B for the Lorentz
version). Note that in the two tests with physics context, we
chose to draw the field lines instead of the field vectors,
following convention. Neither did we use the pole repre-
sentation (i.e., the representation where the north and south
pole of a magnet are indicated) as, for example, Scaife and
Heckler [10,11] did. Sticking to one conventional repre-
sentation that students know well allows us to focus on our
research objectives, i.e., to assess the role of context on
student performance. In the Lorentz test we included the
additional aspect that the charge of the moving particle can
be positive or negative. An example of a test question for
the three different test versions can be found in Fig. 1.
Details for each question about the orientation of and the
angle between the vectors, as well as sign of the charge in
the Lorentz version and the provided alternatives can be
found in Table I. The three tests are included in the
Supplemental Material [18] of this paper.
For each question we provided five alternatives. The

distractors reflect what we anticipated would be common
errors. Where applicable we included (i) a vector pointing
opposite to the cross product (as previous research revealed
a prevalence of sign errors when students determine the
direction of a cross product [8,10,11,13]), (ii) a vector
pointing between the given vectors (as in a sum; this
distractor also featured in Barniol and Zavala [8]), (iii) a
vector pointing opposite to this vector (for symmetry
reasons), and (iv) the zero vector. Exceptions occur when
the given vectors are parallel and the cross product is the
zero vector, or when one of the given vectors is
perpendicular to the plane of the paper. In the former case,
we included alternatives where the resulting vector points
into and out of the plane of the paper (as that would be the
cross product if the given vectors were not parallel) and
alternatives where the resulting vector points in the same
direction and opposite to both given vectors. In the case
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FIG. 1. Example of a question used in the test. Above the Lorentz version, in the middle the dipole version and below the math version.
On the test, the five answer alternatives were ordered randomly for each question.
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where one of the given vectors is perpendicular to the plane
of the paper, we chose to give alternatives where the
resulting vector is parallel to this vector (i.e., pointing into
or out of the paper). The alternatives were ordered
randomly (with different order for each test version).
In a small pilot study, we administered the tests to

21 second-year mathematics majors, asking them to solve
the questions and to provide (written) feedback. We mainly
did this in order to ensure all problems were formulated
clearly: the small number of test subjects meant further
analysis would be speculative. We did not interview any of
the students. Other than underlining the charge of the
particle in the Lorentz version, no significant changes were
made after this pilot study.

B. Administration

We administered the test to a group of 216 first year pre-
med students at a Belgian (Flemish) university in the midst
of their second semester, during a calculus-based intro-
ductory course on electricity and magnetism. In their first
semester the students had a course covering mechanics
(including rotational motion), oscillations, and waves. At
the moment of the test, the Lorentz force and the electric
dipole moment had already been discussed in the lectures.
It is worthwhile to note that students in Flanders first

encounter the Lorentz force, as well as a right-hand rule
specific for this context, in secondary school (i.e., the form of
education before entering university) without explicitly refer-
ring to the concept of cross product. This right-hand rule is a
special case of the typical right-hand rule for cross products
where the thumb, index finger, andmiddle finger represent the
vectors in the cross product (in this case thevelocity vector, the
magnetic field vector, and the resulting forcevector). The cross
product itself is only taught at university, for the students in

question in the first-term mechanics course. Also the electric
dipole is not taught in secondary school.
To avoid that questions from one context influenced the

answers students chose on similar questions in other
contexts, we chose to let each student solve only one of
the three tests. The assignment of the students to the test
versions was done randomly, allowing us to assume the
three test groups are statistically similar. The students took
the test anonymously, though we asked them to provide
some background information: gender, number of math
classes per week in the last years of secondary school and
whether they passed the first-term physics course. The last
two variables are referred to as weekly hours math and
passed mechanics course below. Note that it is possible for
students to take this particular second-term physics course
while not having passed the first-term course yet.
We administered the test during the final 20 min of one

of the lectures of the electromagnetism course. All students
have the same lecturer and follow lectures in a large
auditorium. (They have additional exercise classes in
smaller groups.) All students who were present during
the lecture took part. The test did not count for the grades of
the students. The students filled out the test individually.
They did not consult any notes while taking the test. We
asked the students to leave no questions blank, but instead
to select the answer that seemed most probable to them in
case they were not sure. Almost all students were able to
complete the test within 20 min.

III. RESULTS

In this sectionwediscuss the students’ answers on the test.
We start by summarizing the composition of our test group,
based on the background information we asked for on the

TABLE I. Overview of the orientation of, and the angle between the vectors in seven questions on the test, as well as the sign of the
charge in the Lorentz version and the alternatives the students could chose from. The correct alternatives are indicated in bold, or in
italics for the Lorentz version if it is different from the other test versions.

Orientation

No. First Second Angle Charge in Lorentz Alternatives

1 north east 90° positive into paper, out of paper, in between, opposite to
in between, zero vector

2 north west north east 60° negative into paper, out of paper, in between, opposite to
in between, zero vector

3 south west north east 204° positive out of paper, into paper, in between, opposite to
in between, zero vector

4 north north 0° positive zero vector, into paper, out of paper, same as factors,
opposite to factors

5 south east north 120° negative out of paper, into paper, in between, opposite to
in between, zero vector

6 north east out of paper 90° negative south east, north west, into paper, out of paper,
zero vector

7 asked into paper 90° positive south west, north east, into paper, out of paper,
zero vector

product vector: south east
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test. Next, we discuss students’ overall performance on the
test. Finally, we discuss students’ answers on each question.

A. Composition of test group

Of the test group of 216 students, twelve did not provide
complete answers to all questions or did not provide all
background information. We did not include the answers of
these students in the results below.
The test group consisted of 166 women (81%) and 38 men

(19%). 157 students (77%) passed the first-term mechanics
course. In the last years of secondary school, 41 students
(20%) were in a program with less than 6 h of mathematics
per week, 123 (60%) in a programwith exactly six hours and
40 (20%) in a program with more than 6 h. It is worthwhile
to note that in Flanders a program with 6 h of mathematics
per week is very common for people wanting to follow a
scientific program at university level. 68 students (33%)
filled in the Lorentz version, 65 (32%) the dipole version,
and 71 (35%) the math version.
To check whether the variables “test version,” “gender,”

“weekly hours math,” and “passed mechanics course” are
independent, we used chi-squared tests. The results of these
tests can be found in Table II. With threshold p ¼ 0.05, the
variable test version can be assumed to be independent
of the three other variables. This confirms that the test
was distributed randomly. Furthermore, gender can be
assumed to be independent of weekly hours math and
passed mechanics course. The variables weekly hours math

and passed mechanics course cannot be assumed to be
independent.

B. Overall performance on tests

1. Test scores in different contexts

Scores of the students on the different test versions can
be found in Fig. 2.
The best scores were obtained in the Lorentz version.

The most frequent score for this version was 3 (24 students,
35%), and 46 students (68%) obtained a score of 3 or
higher. Students scored the worst in the dipole version: 1
was the most frequent score (22 students, 34%), and only
25 students (38%) scored 3 or higher. The scores on the
math version lie in between the other two. Again the most
frequent score was 1 (16 students, 23%), and 31 students
(44%) scored 3 or higher.
Figure 2 illustrates that the distribution of scores on

neither of the test versions can be approximated well by a
normal distribution. Therefore we used the nonparametric
Kruskal-Wallis test [19,20] to compare the three groups.
The test revealed that the scores on the different
test versions were significantly different (p ¼ 0.007). A
Wilcoxon rank-sum test [20] yielded that students who took
the Lorentz version scored significantly better than the
students who took the dipole and math versions (respec-
tively, p ¼ 0.0007 and p ¼ 0.01275). The effect size,
measured by Cohen’s d statistic [21], was found to be
of medium size (d ¼ 0.5174) for the Lorentz versus dipole
test scores and small (d ¼ 0.3054) for the Lorentz versus
math test scores. The difference between the dipole and
math versions was not significant (p ¼ 0.5582).

2. Influence of gender, weekly hours math, and passed
mechanics course on overall test scores

Aside from the influence of context, we checked whether
the variables gender, weekly hours math, and passed
mechanics course had an impact on the test scores.
We found that men scored significantly better than

women (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p ¼ 0.04574), but the
effect size is small (Cohen’s d ¼ 0.4616). The small sample

TABLE II. p values for chi-squared tests on each pair of the
variables test version, gender, weekly hours math, and passed
mechanics course. All pairs can be assumed to be independent,
except weekly hours math and passed mechanics course.

Gender
Weekly

hours math
Passed mechanics

course

Test version 0.3752 0.8617 0.9658
Gender N=A 0.2411 0.2323
Weekly hours math N=A 0.00727

FIG. 2. Students’ scores on the Lorentz (left), dipole (middle), and math (right) version. A correct answer on a question counts as one,
a wrong answer as zero.
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size of male students did not allow us to check whether this
difference was bigger in certain test versions than in others.
Somewhat surprisingly, the influence of the other two
variables was not significant. Kruskul-Wallis tests on the
students’ scores when grouped by weekly hours math, by
passed mechanics course and by both variables yielded p
values of 0.2055, 0.08895, and 0.09024, respectively. Since
we showed that the variables pertaining to the students’
background are independent, it allows us to conclude that
differences in scores between genders are not explained by
differences in the other two variables.

C. Students’ answers on individual questions

In order to getmore insight in student errors, we investigate
students’ answers on the individual questions of the test.

Below,wewill restrict ourselves to the numbers in our sample
and will not make inferences on the population level.
We did not find many students consistently making

the same mistake. For instance, there was only one student
who consistently selected the alternative corresponding to a
sign change.

1. Cross product of orthogonal vectors in plane of paper

The first question asked students to indicate the direction
of the cross product of two orthogonal vectors in the plane
of the paper. Students’ answers on this question are shown
in Fig. 3. In all versions the correct answer was the most
frequent [32 students (47%) in Lorentz, 23 students (35%)
in dipole and 25 students (35%) in math]. In both tests with
physical context the vector pointing in the opposite
direction to the correct vector was chosen almost as
frequently as the correct answer [28 students (41%) in
Lorentz, 20 students (31%) in dipole, and only 15 students
(21%) in math]. In the math version the second most
frequently chosen option was the vector in between the two
given vectors, like in the sum (21 students, 30%). In the
other two versions this option was considerably less
frequently chosen [6 students (9%) in Lorentz and 9
students (14%) in dipole]. The zero vector was also fairly
frequently chosen in the dipole and math version [12
students (19%) and 9 students (13%), respectively], but
not in the Lorentz version (2 students, 3%).

2. Cross product of nonorthogonal vectors
in the plane of the paper

The answering patterns on the questions where the angles
between the two given vectors were acute, obtuse, and bigger
than 180° (questions 2, 5, and 3, respectively) were very
similar to each other, see Fig. 4. The proportion of correct
answers on these questions was lower than on the first
question. Interestingly, the most frequently chosen answer
on the dipole and math versions for these three questions
was the vector lying in between the two given vectors (hence

FIG. 3. Students’ answers on question 1 about the cross product
of two orthogonal vectors. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence
intervals based on the Clopper-Pearson method [22].

FIG. 4. Students’ answers on question 2 (left), 3 (middle), and 5 (right) about the cross product of vectors at an angle of 60°, 204°, and
120°, respectively. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals based on the Clopper-Pearson method.
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neither the correct alternative nor the alternative correspond-
ing to a sign error). On the Lorentz version, the correct
answer was more often the most frequent. However, for
questions 3 and 5 (obtuse angle and angle bigger than 180°)
the vector lying in between was almost as frequently chosen
as the correct answer. On question 2 (acute angle) this was
the case for the alternative pointing opposite to the vector
lying in between. On all questions and on all versions the
alternative corresponding to the sign change and the alter-
native pointing opposite to the vector lying in between were
also fairly frequently chosen, while the zero vector was
almost never chosen. No influence of the sign of the charge
could be discerned.

3. Cross product of parallel vectors

On question 4, where the two vectors were parallel
(see Fig. 5), almost all students in the tests with physics
context answered correctly [59 students (87%) in Lorentz,
53 students (82%) in dipole]. In the math version, only
41 students (58%) answered correctly. In all versions, the
second most frequently chosen alternative was the vector
pointing in the same direction as both given vectors
[6 students (9%) in Lorentz, 5 students (8%) in dipole,
and 20 students (28%) in math].

4. Cross product with second factor pointing
out of the paper

On question 6, where the second factor pointed out of the
plane of the paper (see Fig. 6), most students either selected
the alternative corresponding to the correct or the opposite
direction. In the Lorentz version 34 students (50%) chose

the correct alternative, and 20 students (29%) chose the
alternative pointing in the opposite direction. In the math
version, these were respectively 29 students (41%) and 23
students (32%). Remarkably, in the dipole version more
students chose the vector pointing in the opposite direction
(26 students, 40%) than in the correct direction (17
students, 26%).

FIG. 5. Students’ answers on the question 4 about the cross
product of two parallel vectors. Error bars indicate the 95% con-
fidence intervals based on the Clopper-Pearson method.

FIG. 6. Students’ answers on question 6 about the cross product
where the second factor pointed out of the plane of the paper.
Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals based on the
Clopper-Pearson method.
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5. Determine first factor of cross product

On the final question (question 7, see Fig. 7 for students’
answers), we asked the students in which direction the first
factor of a cross product pointed, when the second factor of
the product pointed into the plane of the paper, and the
second factor lies in the plane of the paper. The students’
answers were similar to the previous question, albeit that
slightly less students answered correctly in the Lorentz and
dipole version. In the Lorentz version 29 students (43%)
chose the correct alternative, and 25 students (37%) the
vector pointing in the opposite direction. In the dipole
version these were 14 students (22%) and 32 students
(49%), respectively, and in the math version 30 students
(42%) and 26 students (37%), respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The scores on all three test versions were low. This
suggests that students struggle a lot with applying a correct
technique to determine the direction of a cross product, and
doing so appropriately and consistently. The result is
surprising considering that students took the test in the
middle of a course on electromagnetism, in which cross
products and the right-hand rule were used extensively.
We found that the scores on the Lorentz version of the

test were significantly higher than on the dipole or math
version, while the difference between the scores on the
dipole and the math version was not significant.
Concerning objectives (i) and (ii) in the introduction, this
suggests that the students’ performance does not so much
depend on whether there is a physics context or not, but
more on the nature of the physics context. The physics
context of moving charges in a magnetic field helped
students in solving the problems correctly. Considering that
one also has to take into account the charge of the particle
for every problem, which could reverse the orientation
of the Lorentz force vector, the improved performance on
these questions becomes even more relevant. This is in
contrast to results by Kustusch [13] who concluded that the
role of context is not significant compared to other test
features. Our results on the other hand agree surprisingly
well with those of Van Deventer [12], who also found a
correct response rate of about 30% and better performance
within a dynamics (torque on a pulley) context.
Perhaps this is explained by the fact that Flemish

students learn to use a right-hand rule for the first time
in the setting of the Lorentz force, without explicitly
referring to the concept of cross product, which is intro-
duced only much later at the university level. It might be
that the context of the Lorentz force triggers the students to
use the special case of the right-hand rule learned in
secondary school instead of the general right-hand rule
for cross products. The context of the electric dipole
does not trigger such a special rule, forcing the students
to rely on the general right-hand rule for cross products.

This could explain the better results for the Lorentz version
of the test.
One can apply a similar type of reasoning to the research

of Van Deventer [12] and Kustusch [13]. Van Deventer [12]
found that students responded correctly more often when
asked a question about the torque on a pulley in a dynamics
context, compared to an isomorphic question without
context. The lack of significance of physics context on
student performance found by Kustusch [13] can be
explained (as suggested in their article) due to the fact
that students in their test group are more familiar with cross
products in general. Moreover, in this study questions about
two different magnetic contexts (magnetic field generated
by moving charges and Lorentz force on a charged particle
in a magnetic field) were mixed together, possibly obscur-
ing the effect of the Lorentz force context on student
performance.
We can conclude, in relation to research objectives (i)

and (ii), that the nature of the physics context seems to
matter more than whether or not a physics context is
provided. In particular, prior familiarity with a right-hand
rule in a specific physics context improves students’
performance applying the cross product in that context,
but also induces context-specific errors. Unfamiliarity with
right-hand rules in a specific context leads to the same
performance as if there were no context at all. Finally, more
experience with cross products in general can mitigate
context dependance. A large-scale qualitative study, com-
paring students’ solution strategies for cross product ques-
tions in a variety of physics contexts, would be interesting.
This might explain further why the presence of some
physics contexts improve student performance on cross
product questions while others do not, and how experience
with cross products in general affects the solution strategies
used by students.
The sign of the charge did not measurably affect student

performance on the Lorentz version of the test, in contrast
to findings of Kustusch [13]. Regarding the questions with
nonorthogonal cross products (questions 2, 3, and 5), the
students did not make more sign errors in the Lorentz
version on questions 2 and 5 (where the particle had
negative charge), both compared to question 3, as well as
compared to the isomorphic dipole or math problems of
questions 2 and 5. Note that we did not isolate this problem
feature on the test, hence no strict conclusions can be
drawn. In light of these contrasting findings, again further
research would be interesting to isolate the effect of the sign
of the charge on student performance.
Taking a more detailed look into students’ answers on

the different problems yielded additional insights in rela-
tion to objectives (iii) and (iv).
The results on question 1 suggest that the physics context

helps students to realize that the cross product vector
should be perpendicular to the two given vectors. In the
math version, the alternative corresponding to the vector
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sum was clearly more popular than in the versions with
physical context. Furthermore, the alternative correspond-
ing to the vector sum was the most common mistake in
the math version. This agrees well with results from Van
Deventer [12], who also found this to be by far the most
picked alternative. In the Lorentz and dipole versions, a
sign error was the most common mistake made by students.
One possible cause of the sign errors could be that students
are confused about the meaning of the symbols⊙ and⊗ as
discovered by Kustusch [13] (even though these symbols
are also used in class). It could have helped to recall these
symbols on the test. Another explanation could be that
students do not take into account the noncommutativity of
the cross product, as suggested by Scaife and Heckler [10].
This would also explain the observation we made earlier
concerning the nonsystematic nature of the sign errors, an
observation that was also clear in previous studies about
cross products [8,10,13].
On questions 6 and 7, the orientation of the vectors and

the chosen representation did not allow us to provide
alternatives corresponding to the sum of the given vectors.
Here, a sign error was the most common error. Comparing
questions 6 and 7, it is noteworthy that the type of problem
(forward or backward, i.e., which vector was sought) did
not affect the performance of the students, in sharp contrast
to the findings of Kustusch [13]. A possible explanation is
that in the particular case of problem 7, calculating the cross
product of the two given vectors (hence treating it as a
forward problem) also yielded a vector with the correct
orientation (but possibly the opposite direction, depending
on which vector was chosen as the first vector). In
particular, computing the product B⃗ × C⃗ (or analogues in
the physics versions) would yield the correct result. Errors
made due to noncommutativity issues would be masked
by this.
On question 4 (parallel vectors), the physical context

helped students to correctly identify that the product must
be zero. In the math version many students thought the
product would point in the same direction as the given
vectors, suggesting confusion with the sum.
For problems in which the two given vectors were

neither orthogonal nor parallel (questions 2, 3, and 5),
the correct response rate was lower than on the first
question. This confirms results by Kustusch [13] who
found that “Angle” is a significant indicator of performance
in problems without physics context. In general, a lot of
students incorrectly indicated the vector corresponding to
the sum. This was especially evident in the dipole and math
versions. Our results contrast the findings of Barniol and
Zavala [8] who found that a sign error was the most
common mistake. Two explanations are possible: either the
physical awkwardness of applying some versions of the
right-hand rule (in particular, the version where thumb,

index finger, and middle finger represent the two ordered
factors and the cross product, respectively) leads students
to inappropriately apply other techniques, or having the
vectors at an angle triggers an association with the vector
sum (perhaps influenced by problems in Newtonian
dynamics involving force diagrams). In the Lorentz
version, errors corresponding to the vector sum appeared
less often, and sign errors more often.
We can hence complement our findings regarding

research objectives (i) and (ii) with the following con-
clusions of the qualitative research. Lack of prior experi-
ence with a right-hand rule in the dipole context not only
results in similar student performance as if there would
have been no context at all, also the types of errors made—
in particular, confusion with the vector sum—are very
similar in the dipole and math version. The context of the
Lorentz force recalls solution strategies resulting in fewer
errors concerning addition of the vectors.
It should be noted that a physics context can also lead to

context-specific errors as demonstrated by Van Deventer
[12]. The dynamics context they provided, prompted the
error that some students indicated that the torque τ⃗ ¼ r⃗ × F⃗
on the pulley be directed “counterclockwise” to the position
vector r⃗ and applied force F⃗.
We therefore recommend that instructors or curriculum

developers use an integrated approach when teaching cross
products, in which a mathematical and physical treatment
go hand in hand, and which use prior knowledge of the
students where applicable. Such instruction ideally results
in students being able to transfer the different concepts
surrounding cross products to different contexts, and makes
them aware of context-triggered misconceptions that
might occur.
A design choice that might have provided visual con-

fusion for the students is the fact that we chose to depict
the charged particles in the Lorentz and dipole version for
some, but not all answer alternatives (due to the impos-
sibility of drawing them in the chosen representation). In
hindsight it would probably have been better not to include
them in the answer options.
Because of the test involving only multiple-choice

questions, we cannot know for sure what techniques and
thought processes students used to arrive at their answers.
Future research combining quantitative and qualitative
methods could shed more light on common reasonings
and misconceptions students have about cross products and
right-hand rules.
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